Abstract: This article investigates the institutionalization and the practices of charity that sustained imperial rule in the early modern Spanish Empire. The article proposes that the polycentric Spanish Empire of the 16th to 18th centuries faced a fundamental challenge in terms of justifying the extension of power beyond its original territory of legitimization through custom and (invented) history. This challenge was dealt with through recourse to an ideology of good governance in corporate society. It institutionalized differences across race/ caste, urban/rural, professional, gender and other categories in collectives that held part of a layered and fragmented sovereignty. But unlike its modern successor empires and nation states, it did not have to rely systematically on the essentialization of difference. Thus, good governance could legitimize the extension of hegemony beyond the original territory of political legitimization and charity played a central role in this. A material caritative complex sui generis linked the moral economy of charity, which legitimized local elites, with their own financing needs and those of the imperial polity via the financial acumen of religious and charitable institutions.
French, Portuguese, or any other empire.
2 Global approaches such as reciprocal comparisons have helped us understand the practices and institutions that underpinned imperial hegemony in more sophisticated ways. 3 The complex interactions of conquerors and conquered that resulted in assemblages of cultures and structures of social, political, and economic governance which originated as much in annexed territories as in imperial capitals have come into sharper relief. 4 Questions of power, legitimacy of rule, and sovereignty in imperial formations turned out to be much more complicated than national historiographies of the post-colonial period would have allowed for. 5 The idea of empires of charity sounds like an oxymoron. Imperial practices are more often linked to conquest, conversion, extraction, and self-interest while charity is usually analyzed within a frame of concern for the weak, religious observance, and altruism. Drawing on early modern Spain's American Empire as a case study, the first section of the article addresses the larger question of how to define an empire in the light of recent historiography, and the role of charity as an imperial practice. The second section looks at the governance structures and material well-being in Spanish America as a way to contextualize material conditions for and the purpose of charity. Finally, section three shows that charity's contribution to the legitimacy of imperial domination in Spanish America went far beyond concerns for the poor and social peace or the redemption of givers' sins. In Spanish America charity became part of the financial architecture of the empire that linked subjects of the Monarchy in a complex set of dependencies across social strata. The collapse of this architecture threatened the well-being of very large sections of society thus helping to sustain imperial rule. The significance of charity was therefore not restricted to the realm of welfare and religious practice. Instead it was a fundamental part of the repertoire of imperial practices.
I
The point of departure for this discussion must necessarily be what we mean when we say empire. The many attempts at defining empire in recent publications illustrate vividly that there is nothing obvious about this question. 6 Most start from a seemingly simple categorization, which however is then followed by a long list of qualifying characteristics such as distinctions between empires of settlement and exploitation or contiguous and overseas ones. A good starting point could be the helpful definition suggested by Burbank and Cooper in 2010, that "Empires are large political units, expansionist or with a memory of power extended over space, polities that maintain distinction and hierarchy as they incorporate new people." They add that empires rely on "the externalization of sources of wealth." 7 The elements contained are those that feature in most definitions: large size and an expansionary drive at least in part as a means of acquiring extractable wealth from incorporated territories. But these polities also tended to be "empires of difference" because they lacked the strong homogenizing ambition of the nation state of the 19 th and 20 th centuries and were overall more tolerating of religious, cultural, linguistic, and institutional diversity. As parsimonious as this definition is, I will argue in the rest of the article that it still includes one descriptor that is historically not a necessary condition for empire, namely that empires strove to extract wealth from conquered territories. I posit that empires are not necessarily associated with the extraction of wealth; indeed extraction potentially endangered imperial survival as we will see. 9 My working definition of imperial formations will thus be even more frugal: Empires are polities that extend power beyond the territory of original political legitimization. This definition concentrates attention on what I consider the fundamental issue of political legitimacy. What all empires have in common is a problem of legitimization: because they extended their spatial reach they could not rely on tradition and custom to legitimize rule via established practices and institutions. The expansionary nature of empires reduced the scope for a legitimizing narrative of the kind that simply rewrote history to make rule appear as existing from time immemorial because territory and political community were ostensibly non congruent. That deprived empires of the most powerful ideological basis of political rule: (invented) history. My emphasis on the expansion of territory beyond the spatial boundaries of original political legitimation should not be mistaken to imply that empires relied particularly strongly on notions of territoriality. It has rightly been argued that early modern empires more often than other polities had only hazy ideas of exact boundaries and few ambitions and less means to define them. 10 As Herzog has shown the boundaries of European empires outside Europe were drawn not in the metropolis but in situ in negotiations that involved Euro-descendants and native populations, albeit often in skewed power relations. 11 Nevertheless, early modern empires clearly laid claim, which they could not justify in terms of customary practices, to new territories. That set them apart from other contemporary polities such as city states, urban alliances, princely or republican territorial states, or chiefdoms for that matter. Empires were so often characterized by fluid claims to spaces on their margins precisely because they could not rely on custom and history for their claims. Thus the issue always revolved around the legitimacy of rule and only secondarily around concrete borders. Empires were therefore characterized by a set of practices of power, a repertoire of strategies needed to justify the extension of power both ex-ante and ex-post. To put it another way, empires needed an ideology of power that rationalized why conquest was a justified means of changing the structures of political power in a conquered territory and, once conquest has occurred, to legitimize the continued control over this territory.
12 Early modern authors took it for granted that conquest was the easy bit, maintaining hegemony was the tricky part. 13 With very limited repressive capacity at their disposal early modern empires could not rely on violence alone but had to create a narrative of "good governance." Subject peoples in turn used demands for what one of the first indigenous chroniclers of the Andes region called "buen gobierno" as a powerful tool of negotiation. 14 Describing Inca or Mexica (Aztec) rule as tyrannical, and therefore the conquest of Peru or Mexico as the liberation of subject people, could serve to some extent to justify conquest. 15 But the struggles of Spanish jurists to find excuses for the conquest of the Americas even within their own legal world (never mind that of the conquered peoples) were real. Even the famous requerimiento, which Spanish conquerors read to unsuspecting indigenous populations to give them a choice of subjugation or war, offered "to receive you [the indigenous] with love and charity" as part of its rationalization for conquest. 16 Far away from the American shores the tortured arguments of Spanish scholastics that Indians had denied Spaniards their ius perigrinandi, the right to travel (and mission), were understood to be a weak rationalization for conquest to begin with. Worse still, they certainly did not suffice to legitimate continued rule over American subject populations even in the minds of most contemporary Spanish lawyers and churchmen.
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One way to ease the burden of legitimization of imperial rule was political practices that allowed for the location of power to be decentralized. Imperial history was in the past almost invariably conceptualized as a center-periphery dynamic. Historiographies in former imperial "centers" went from analyzing glorious colonial pasts to trying to understand the post-colonial heritage of modern European nation states in the Netherlands, Spain, or elsewhere. At the same time, for nationalist post-independence historiographies in former colonies the "alienness" of remote rule from a far-away metropolis was a fundamental piece of emancipatory language. However, recent research shows that imperial formations were sometimes very decentralized, relying heavily on intermediate power centers and elites. In the case of the Iberian empires, many now conceive of these polities as polycentric, that is a complex web of decision-making centers with relatively flat hierarchies between them. 18 Comparative histories of empire have shown that they could take different shapes along a continuum from centralizing, to power devolving, and polycentric with the exact shape of each historical example hotly debated. As I have shown elsewhere polycentric structures went a long way to turn imperial subjects into stakeholders of empire who had an interest in its survival. By incorporating notions of urban or territorial quasi sovereign rights into the wider web of empire newly conquered or founded cities could be co-opted into a network structure of sovereignty. One particularly famous example of this process was the alliance between Tlaxcala and the Spanish, which reverberated in negotiations for special status of the former from the 16 th to the 19 th centuries. between corporate groups and "historic" territories. Legal pluralism was therefore the norm and unproblematic.
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These fundamentally different conceptions of sovereignty mattered because they delimited the strategies to legitimize rule. Early modern forms of political representation were mediated via the corporate status of towns, guilds, the Church, the Estates, free and unfree status, chartered companies, or ethnic groups such as castas in colonial Spanish America. 21 The nature of such a system of shared and overlapping rights and duties of bodies, each of which was endowed with a share of sovereignty, "institutionalized" difference. But precisely because difference was institutionalized and rights and duties defined as pertaining to collectives rather than individuals there was no overriding need to essentialize them. Thus the boundaries between these categories could remain fluid, while individuals could belong to multiple and sometimes contradictory categories. How else would we understand that an Afro-descendent slave could be a master of a craft guild in colonial Lima? 22 A person could be at the same time unfree, but enjoy the legal and political privileges of a senior member of a guild. The archives are full of the myriad of conflicts that this provoked. But practical problems aside, normatively there was no fundamental incompatibility. Fragmented and layered sovereignty, which was located in a multitude of corporate bodies, enabled early modern European empires theoretically to incorporate diverse new subject populations in a way that was fundamentally identical to that applied in the original territory of political legitimization. Treating people differently according to their corporate, religious, ethnic, or territorial status paradoxically meant applying the same rules that had been at work in the original imperial territory. This facilitated the justification of expansion ex-post through an ideology of "good governance." It should be noted that this does not mean that early modern imperial societies did not engage in essentializing the differences between corporate groups in society. But the Empires of Charity increasing racialization of particular groups was not necessary as a device to sustain an "empire of difference." 23 By contrast, modern political legitimacy could only be constructed via a form of unitary and homogenous representation of a body politic (which came to be defined as the nation). Difference might or might not be institutionalized in this context. Indeed, by the second third of the 20 th century most European empires struggled with attempts to maintain difference while dealing with the demand that all those governed should be equal citizens. 24 But no matter if difference was turned into legal and institutional structures or not, it necessarily had to be essentialized to rationalize the unequal treatment that was incompatible with individual rights. Modern empires therefore had a much harder time to justify the extension of power beyond the original territory of legitimization through simple incorporation. 25 Their only means of justifying expansion was an ideology of a "civilizing mission" based on an essentialized difference across race, religion, language, or "developmental stage." In this they resembled modern nation states; indeed one could argue that the modern nation state is a short-distance modern empire. White elites in nineteenth-century colonial Cuba and republican Peru alike turned to an increasingly racialized system of hegemony over the Afro-descendent and indigenous population. The issue was not empire or republic, but fragmented or unitary sovereignty. This point is missed in much of the recent, otherwise very helpful, decolonial literature, which tends to back-extrapolate ahistorically from the 19 th and 20 th centuries. 26 As long as sovereignty was conceptualized as layered and fragmented, roughly before 1810, the essentialization of racial difference was not a condition sine qua non for imperial expansion. The abolition of old regime forms of collective corporate rights was obviously not the sudden trigger of essentialized racism in Spanish America. Non-essentialized and essentialized forms of racial discrimination had co-existed for the longest time. 27 But the redefinition of sovereignty turned essentialized difference into an indispensable tool of imperial (and national) power for the first time in the 19 th century.
The difference between modern and early modern empires was thus not, as is sometimes suggested, that the latter exerted less control on their peripheries because far away territories were hard to control with early modern technologies. Instead they were a different kind of polity altogether because their understanding of sovereignty was different and that in turn determined the ideology and practices of power. Rule in the core European historic territories of the Spanish Empire and the non-European territories did not differ systematically in terms of the fragmented and layered sovereignty or indeed the practices of governance. Early modern empires were empires of difference across their European and Non-European territories. However, there was one fundamental distinction that applied only to the new non-European territories: the lack of historical legitimation for the exercise of power.
The need to justify imperial expansion and its continuation raised the bar for the notion of good governance, ultimately the only potentially credible way to legitimize the expansion of power beyond the original sphere of legitimation. This broader context is crucial in order to understand why affirming good governance was so absolutely crucial to the political practices that underpinned Spanish rule in the Americas. I suggest that without the larger frame it is impossible to comprehend the pivotal role that the maintenance of social peace played within political practices and discourses in the Hispanic World. Charity was one of the essential elements in the alignment of interest via polycentric structures and it became one of the central legitimizing imperial practices in the Hispanic world. Material sustenance for the weakest in society was one of the backbones of support for rulers and Christian notions of charity aligned almost perfectly with those practices of good governance providing an ideological frame.
The power sustaining function of charitable activities took thus specific forms in Spanish America and it is in some ways surprising that historians of welfare have only quite recently begun to pay attention to this role. The rather slim literature on welfare in Spanish America contrasts quite sharply with the intense debate about the way in which caritative activity supported rule in early modern European towns and territorial states as the historian of welfare in late colonial Mexico Arrom has pointed out. 
Empires of Charity
clues from the European literature for inspiration a number of potentially complementary readings emerge. One important link to consider is that between charity and social control as a collective internalization of certain norms, in Elias's terms a habitus that began to structure expectations of the give and take of charity. 29 In the colonial context that meant the colonizers' social norms, which returns us to the additional need for legitimization precisely because they were not shared between colonizers and colonized ex ante, but had to become shared norms. How the weak and infirm were to be looked after -by families, religious institutions, urban corporations, or ethnic groups -would thus also become a contest over the social organization of society between pre-colonial and colonial practices. This raises the question of how much charity should be interpreted as an oppressive practice. 30 Elias saw the self-disciplining features of social control mostly as a positive force towards social cohesion. Yet, many historians of charity in Europe inspired by Foucault, and some of charitable activities in European colonies, have interpreted it as a means to discipline and mentally dominate colonial subjects, and as a suppression of individual freedom. Charity went together with religious practices and thus with conversion and its disruptive influence on native society. 31 But one might ask whether this view should be equally applied in the 17 th or 18 th century Americas when a syncretic Christianity was the dominant religious practice. Either way, whether one sees charitable practices in a self-disciplining key or as part of an external disciplinary mechanism, both read charity as underpinning political stability and hegemony. Yet, we also know that that the poor and infirm recipients of charity were hardly the docile objects of elite designs for their control. Especially historians of Catholic southern Europe and the Iberian empires have suggested that within the dominant religious ideology charity paradoxically offered some agency to the weakest in society, because the salvation of the rich depended on it. 32 Corporate structure allowed for the articulation of collective defenses of the weak. The ubiquity of religious confraternities in Spanish America is a case in point.
Confraternities were a mixture of cooperatives, which offered basic insurance for life risks, and charities, whereby the latter complemented the former. 33 As Bazarte
Martínez has pointed out, there was at least one confraternity for every possible member of overlapping corporate groups in early modern Mexico be they indigenous, Euro-descendants, or Afro-descendants, craft guild members, merchants, liberal professions, or royal officials and many were members of more than one, just as they were members of more than one corporate group.
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There was mixed structure of many of the institutions of welfare in the early modern Spains on either side of the Atlantic, which combined selfinterest and altruism in complex ways. Religious institutions and fraternities, hospitals and orphanages or schools, and towards the end of the colonial period poor houses all existed in a mixed economy paid for by membership and charitable giving. The colonial order provided the legal framework within which they operated. 35 Especially larger urban institutions in the imperial context could serve as a means to counter some of the more extreme material effects of imperial extraction, such as they were. Charitable giving offered social and religious benefits to the colonial elite. Yet, because they existed in a mixed charitable/profit making economic space they could also result in concrete material benefits for the elites while at the same time producing some material benefits for the poor. The remainder of this article will turn more directly to colonial Spanish America to shed some light on how exactly charity could work as a legitimizing strategy for imperial rule. While I recognize the important place charity had in religious, racial/ethnic, and gender attitudes in this article I want to instead start thinking about the issue from a more material perspective asking a very basic question. Was charity just a way in which colonial elites tried to paper over and mitigate the worst excesses of colonial extraction? Only in a second step I will wonder it the pattern of elites' considerable personal and material engagement in the provision of welfare in turn tells us something about their motivation, their hope for salvation, the control the poor, and/or more mundane and direct benefits from the system? Using these data one can trace the expenditure of the imperial treasuries on welfare provision. As Figure 1 below shows, the answer is not much. The 18 th century Spanish American fiscal state did have some rudimentary welfare structures to look after its own officials, or more precisely their families. Much of these funds were part of the montepios which the viceroys in Peru and Mexico had introduced in the 1760s as a version of the same institutions created in the Iberian peninsula. 38 As Viceroy Amat y Junient in Lima argued some of the provisions of the European institutions had to be adapted to the American context. 39 However, overall the purpose was clearly identical to that which had led to the introduction of the institution in the peninsula, namely to look after the surviving next of kin of royal officials, normally widows and young children. The Monarchy would provide something like a basic life-insurance for most of its medium to higher level officials. Alas, it would not do so at its own expense, or in any case at that of other tax-payers. Instead, the montepios were mostly financed by contributions from living office holders and supposed to be self-financing. Thus they corresponded more to a modern compulsory life insurance scheme for dependents than a paternalistic welfare provision by the monarchy. 40 And at 0.5 to 1.3 percent of the total expenditure of the Spanish American treasuries they were hardly a large scale expenditure item. The purpose of such welfare was to guarantee the loyalty of the officers of the state but also to defend the social status of European and Euro-descendent populations within colonial society, where visibly impoverished families of deceased royal officials would have upset the social order. In other words, these were the local imperial institutions looking after their own in a narrow sense rather than a wider subject population. Montepios can hardly be read as the policies of an imperial bureaucracy with a bad conscience or at least a consciousness that the population at large had to be well governed and looked after. This raises, however, the bigger issue of the material conditions of the vast majority of his Majesty's subjects in Spanish America. The point is important precisely because the historiography has taken the extractive nature of empire as part of the very definition of empire as we have seen in the case of Burbank and Cooper. The early modern Spanish empire has always been described as particularly extractive in nature, focused as it allegedly was on mining and mineral extraction to a European metropolis. The legacy of supposedly extractive Spanish colonial institutions is at the core of some of the most influential contributions to the question of modern economic well-being such as Acemoglu and Robinson's Why Nations Fail or Mahoney's Colonialism and Postcolonial Development.
41 These have set off an intense debate about fiscal structures, political institutions, governance practices, labor regimes, and trade regulations that goes beyond the scope of this article.
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At least the question of a potential "colonial subsidy," i. e. the extraction of tax revenue from the colonies to the European territories, however, can in fact be answered conclusively using the same data introduced above. The results of research done by Irigoin and myself are relatively straightforward. 43 The Spanish treasuries in America raised as much in per capita taxes by the late 18 th century as did for example peninsular Spain or contemporary metropolitan France. This was a capable tax state by the standards of the time. But only a modest share of the American revenues was transferred to European Spain as can be seen in Figure 2 , falling from just under 12 percent in the early 18 th century to less than four percent over the course of the century. To the extent that one looks at a narrow definition of colonial extraction as a transfer of resources from the colonial sphere to a supposed metropolis, the notion of extractive Spanish colonial governance is a chimera. This conclusion is reinforced when one keeps in mind the relatively modest size as a share of the overall economy of the tax take in all early modern policies, The data provide empirical evidence that Burbank's and Cooper's definition of empires as necessarily being driven by the extraction of resources is indeed problematic. In polycentric imperial structures governance practices aimed at reducing potential opposition by local elites were the better strategy for guaranteeing the survival of empire and hegemonic rule. 44 Extraction to a metropolis stood in the way of such structures and needed to be avoided. However, it should be noted that this did not mean that the Spanish empire was not relying on extractive practices. Rather, the beneficiaries were overwhelmingly the local elites in the Americas rather than the peninsula. The ideology of the far-flung empire served to legitimate economic rent-seeking at the hands of local and regional elites. Extraction in Spanish America was a political practice of local elites first and foremost rather than of a faraway imperial power. 
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A last set of data can help to further contextualize charity within the existing socio-economic realities in colonial Spanish America. Economic historians use so-called welfare ratios to estimate the material well-being of past populations. The idea is that a consumption basket is assembled that represents a "barebones" survival level in terms of the need for food, shelter, and clothing. 45 That basket is then compared to the wages of workers to understand how close to the subsistence level, represented by an index of 1, they were. Figure 3 reports a set of recent estimates across various colonial Latin American cities. For context Madrid is included. The results of this study and others using slightly different methodologies are yet again that the colonial realm should not be seen as an exceptionally tough environment. 46 Life was hard for humble peasants and urban workers. But it was not systematically harder in the Americas than in Iberia. Instead differences across the colonial realm were larger than those between the Americas and Iberia. There is reason to assume that living standards in the southern Peruvian Andes were particularly poor, while populations in Mexico or Upper Peru (Bolivia) fared relatively better at least until the very late 18 th century. 47 Welfare ratios that double subsistence needs probably meant that even in bad years basic needs were covered. Indeed, we know that famines were quite rare in colonial Spanish America. Overall the material conditions within which charity operated in colonial Spanish America were in many ways comparable to those in southern Europe at the same time. We would do well to not simply equate empire with extractive institutions. There is now sufficient evidence for Spanish America to seriously question the notion that there was an imperial core that systematically extracted large amounts of resources from an imperial periphery. In terms of material conditions differences within the empire were larger than those between colonial territories and European ones. Polycentric empire created thus an interesting contradiction. The expansion of power beyond the original legitimization necessitated political practices that were broadly consensus seeking and could represent a notion of good governance mostly through decentralization. Empowered local elites in the Americas were the empires' strongest support. Yet, they were also the sources of extraction of rents from American populations at large. Charity provided by elites and their extractive capacity should thus be understood as the two sides of the same coin.
III
Even without extraction to a colonial center there was plenty of want and misery in colonial Spanish America. Humboldt noted in 1803 that "the streets of Mexico swarm with from twenty to thirty thousand wretches," most of whom were 
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reduced to passing the night sub dio, under god's sky. 48 Various estimates in the late 18 th century placed the number of indigents anywhere between 15 or 25 percent of the population of Spanish America's largest city. 49 City fathers in Mexico City and elsewhere reacted to this with initiatives to expand both traditional charity and more controlling urban welfare means at least in part inspired by ideas of the Enlightenment. Alms giving was encouraged, but the city also expanded the tobacco workshop meant to employ the poorest in the late 1760s and opened a Poor House in 1774. The impressive building of the Monte de Piedad, a not for profit pawnbroker with strong religious links, still overlooks the Mexico Zócalo today. It was meant to allow the lower strata of society to find interest free credit in hard time and escape less scrupulous lenders, while encouraging them to pray for their souls. Material conditions in Mexico tightened in the late 18 th century after a century of very notable growth. 50 But poverty reflected inequality as much as deteriorating general economic conditions. It is worth remembering that as societies become overall better off their potential degree of inequality increases. This is often described as the Inequality Possibility Frontier. The intuition is simple. In a society that is collectively at the subsistence level next to nothing can be taken away from the politically weak and given to the strong without endangering the very survival of the weak. As overall wealth increases the scope for a more skewed distribution of resources also increases. 51 But in pre-industrial societies the extraction rate, that is how much of the economic pie the elites managed to monopolize, could in fact be very high, even if inequality was moderate. Put simply, inequality was potentially the largest threat to social peace. Inequality in Spanish America was local and regional as shown above. And while the fiscal governance structure of the Empire did not result in large-scale extraction to a supposed metropolis, it had become over time as system of redistribution of resources within Spanish America of gigantic proportions. Figure 4 . below reproduces the figures for transfers to Spain shown in Figure 2 . But it compares those with the share of revenues collected in particular districts in Spanish America and transferred to other fiscal districts within Spanish-American. As is evident in most years 40 to 50 percent of SpanishAmerican revenues were transferred outside the region where they had been collected. The logical result was that some districts had more funds available than they collected, while others were net exporters of capital.
There is no need here to explain the genesis of this peculiar colonial fiscal system, which has been analyzed in detail elsewhere. 52 The same is true for the financial architecture underpinning it. 53 But a few key elements of the system are crucial in order to understand the link between imperial fiscal practices and charity in colonial Spanish America. The massive redistribution of funds between Spanish American regions affected through the means of the fiscal system made some regions poorer and others richer. It was overwhelmingly controlled by local elites, whose needs for trade finance and investment opportunities it served. It also provided liquidity for merchants, miners, and the agricultural sector. For all practical purposes it fulfilled one of the most important functions usually associated with the banking sector, namely the transfer across spatial units between regions that suffered from a scarcity of investable capital to those that had a surplus. The corporate bodies organizing miners and Empires of Charity merchants (consulados, tribunals de comercio y mineria) in turn provided syndicated loans to the public treasuries. In so doing they fulfilled a second function usually associated with the banking system, the ability to overcome the time inconsistency between revenue and expenditure by drawing on credit.
The peculiar fiscal-financial colonial Spanish system had a third element. While fiscal governance structures provided for interspatial flows of capital and professional corporations were fundamental in organizing large-scale public finance, religious and charitable institutions were the local backbone of credit intermediation in Spanish America. Banking, credit, and charitable giving were intricately linked into one material caritative complex. Endowments being given to religious institutions but also occasionally to urban ones for charitable purposes were a common feature of early modern society. Confraternities, hospitals, convents, and monasteries all depended on alms and in particular on large-scale donations for their material basis. In this, Spanish religious foundations had more than a passing resemblance with Islamic waqf. Religious endowments with charitable purposes had a long tradition in all catholic and Orthodox Christian territories. However, in contrast to Italy or France the economic activities of Hispanic religious and charitable institutions either side of the Atlantic came to turn into large-scale banking activities. Religious institutions dominated credit mediation and provision in the Hispanic reigns like in no other Christian polity. Unlike in other catholic countries competition from private banks or notaries acting as credit intermediaries was also rarely important. Unlike waqf Hispanic religious and charitable endowments faced virtually no restriction to lending at interest or investing in any matter of economic activity.
Thus the basic operation of religious confraternities across Spanish America was to collect and accumulate substantial funds through membership fees and much more through donations, invest these, and finance religious and charitable activities with the income from those funds. The statutes of the cofradia del Rosario de Toluca read whenever there should be left-over funds after the ordinary expenditure is paid the mesa [leadership] should try to invest these in valuable properties to their satisfaction and with greatest security so that at all times they support … the capital and interest, and with that it shall be possible to fulfil exactly the objectives of the pious works and commitments … . financial management. 55 Most institutions were also increasingly embedded in a structure of financial oversight. Religious orders sometimes had auditing practices inside the order, Inquisition tribunals were subject to regular checks of their books, and religious confraternities were controlled by local bishoprics, cabildos ecclesiasticos, or church courts.
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They were also ubiquitous and covered all walks of life. In the late 18 th century a survey of confraternities found 941 confraternities in the Archbishopric of Mexico alone. 57 Most had restrictions as to who could join that were based on professional activities or castas. In line with corporate society but somewhat surprising from a point of view of racial attitudes the latter were not hierarchical. Confraternities of indigenous people for example had explicit statutes to exclude non indigenous populations from their activities. The cofradía de la Purisima Concepción de Nuestra Señora en Cuauhtitlán ordered that for the funeral of its members there should be only "indios, y sin españoles, negros, mestizos, mulatos, ni chinos."
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Religious institutions accumulated wealth through donations in cash and in kind and through direct investment in houses, farms, mercantile activities, and public debt instruments. Credit was given at the standard rate of 5 percent, only among religious institutions the lower rate of 2.5 percent was sometimes observed. One might think about that as a form of interbank lending. 59 Much of what we know about these institutions' finances results from the accounts that were compiled in repeated rounds of disentailment beginning in the late 18 th century and in particular in the early 19
th . Figure 5 below shows the composition of the capital reported by one of the most prosperous confraternities of Euro-descendants in Mexico City, the confraternity of the Holy Sacrament and Charity. More than three fifth of its very substantial capital was invested in so-called censos (collatoralized loans) and irregular deposits given to private individuals, mercantile houses, miners, or agricultural investors. These produced the customary 5 percent interest rate. A small amount was lent to other religious institutions at half that interest rate. 20 percent had been turned over to a consolidation fund, an expropriatory measure imposed during the financial chaos of the very late colonial period. 60 Just under one fifth was invested in urban properties and rural haciendas. For all practical purposes religious institutions were very much like modern charitable endowments. Money or sometimes property, which was pledged by individuals seeking to do charitable work, was lent out at interest to third persons. The resulting interest payments in turn supported practically the entire charitable and religious life of colonial Spanish America. What was true for confraternities was equally the case for other welfare institutions such as the Mexico poor house. Figure 6 . depicts its sources of income again for the very late colonial period. The investments of the poor house were substantial. Three quarters were concentrated in participations in loans syndicated by the large corporations of miners and merchants, which collected investments from a variety of religious and sometimes private investors, and bundled those into large investments in tax collection, tobacco rents, and substantial loans to the public purse. The poor house also benefited from some funds that had belonged to the Jesuits (temporalidades) expelled a quarter of a century earlier, smaller private endowments, and some rental property. Only 3 percent of its income was derived from alms. And its pensioners, elderly and fray people who had enough money to pay for being looked after in the poor house, contributed another modest 3 percent. While the concrete investment portfolios of charitable institutions in Spanish America differed significantly, the pattern is clear. The economy of welfare and religious charity in Spanish America was corporate in both meanings of the word. It was deeply embedded in the corporate logic of colonial society that made religious corporations and collectives part of the imperial structure of governance. The charity they provided fulfilled imperial needs for good governance legitimizing the hegemony of local elites. The money they collected offered everyone in colonial society with a little capital to spare to work on their salvation. The salvation of a sinner's soul in turn became the material support for the ill, the poor, and the disabled. It also became the investable capital employed by merchants, miners, and hacendados in their economic activities. It was thus also corporate in a more modern, capitalist way. What Arrom has called the financial partnership of Church, state, and private philanthropy provided for a well-capitalized and capitalist charitable sector of the colonial economy and society. 
IV
In Spanish America there was nothing oxymoronic about empire and charity. They were in the literal sense two sides of the same coin. As I have argued the empire had a problem of legitimizing rule once it had extended its reach beyond the original sphere of political legitimization. Good governance was more than a discursive element used by conquered and conquerors alike. In a society that relied on institutionalized difference across corporate collective groups it was the means to justify imperial rule. The empire was not particularly extractive in terms of transfers to a supposed metropolis. The idea of the Spanish empire as an extractive structure in terms of a colonial subsidy is largely fiction. Yet, because the empire relied on polycentric structures that strongly empowered local elites it incurred in a contradiction. Powerful local elites could delegitimize the empire through local and regional abuse of their power. At the local and regional level charity was an integral part of imperial practices of good governance. A material caritative complex sui generis linked the moral economy of charity, which legitimized local elites, with their own financing needs and those of the imperial polity via the financial acumen of religious and charitable institutions. Saving one's soul and investing in a profitable enterprise were not only no contradiction, they were aligned interests. Charitable activities sustained and reinforced the system of castas through separate institutions along racial/ethnic lines; they sustained gender and social status norms by confining women of poor repute and financing dowries for Euro-descendent girls; they reinforced the role of Catholicism as sustaining imperial rule by financing most of the lay public religious festivities, processions, and displays; they provided crucial welfare services in a mixture of membership-paid-for and charitable financing. At the same time, they financed the polity and the private sector and guaranteed the self-sufficiency of the basic welfare sector.
Historians have noted that the 18 th century drive to abandon indiscriminate charity in favor of educational and repressive measures to turn the poor into useful members of society advocated by those inspired by European enlightened writers had only limited success in the Americas. In Mexico City the poor inmates of the poor house were ultimately running the poor house and managed to fend off new-fangled ideas of well-meaning social reformers. 62 Surely there were many reasons for this outcome. But one was that the existing system 62 Ibid.
benefited very large parts of society, donors and recipients alike. The intermingling of religious, moral, economic, and social motives arguably created a stable system that underpinned colonial rule successfully until it was unraveled from the outside by the implosion of Spanish rule in the peninsula and from the inside by the abandonment of layered and fragmented forms of sovereignty in the transition to a republican order.
